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A blend of R&B, pop and hip-hop classical, and blues creating a unique style. 11 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, BLUES: Rhythm  Blues Details: In less than 20 minutes, his life was

changed forever... When Hurricane Katrina hit, Eric Arceneaux and his family were trapped in an attic for

three days in temperatures of over 100 degrees.  It was a very humbling experience. After being rescued

from the rooftop by helicopter, my family and I had to literally fight through a mob of scared and angry

people in order to get onto a bus to take us to shelter. It was like being in hell. On top of everything, we

lost one of my very close relatives at our hotel in Houston - her heart was unable to handle the stress of

the ordeal. All of his possessions gone; He started a new life. More than ever he realized just how

powerful music was as a means of healing and a way of release. Katrina has driven the point home to

Eric that you never know what's gonna happen. So now I feel like this, no more waiting; I'm making my

dreams happen now!" Overseas Eric is being heralded as "The Voice," with a sound reminiscent of both

Brian McKnight and Mariah Carey. His music effortlessly blends Classical, Blues, R&B, Pop and Hip-Hop

to create a unique style. His debut album, Audio Emotion, offers a refreshing change to the current norm

with eleven tracks filled with beautiful live instrumentation. World renowned industry vocal coach, Brett

Manning, has referred to Erics singing as the perfect combination of technical skill and emotional

connection. Having written every song on his album, Eric aims to show his listeners who he truly is and

that hes here to stay. People who are interested in Mariah Carey Brian McKnight Mario should consider

this download.
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